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Delayed and weak virus neutralizing antibody (nAb) responses represent a hallmark correlating not only with
the establishment of persistent infection but also with unsuccessful vaccine development. Using a reverse
genetic approach, we evaluated possible underlying mechanisms in 2 widely studied viral infection models. Swapping the glycoproteins (GPs) of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV, naturally persisting,
noncytolytic, inefficient nAb inducer) and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV, nonpersisting, cytolytic, potent nAb
inducer) transferred the only target of nAb’s from either virus to the other. We analyzed the nAb response to
each of the 2 recombinant and parent viruses in infected mice and found that nAb kinetics were solely determined by the viral surface GP and not by the virus backbone. Moreover, the slowly and poorly nAb-triggering
LCMV virion was a potent immunogenic matrix for the more antigenic VSV-GP. These findings indicate that
the viral GP determines nAb kinetics largely independently of the specific viral infection context. They further
suggest that structural features of viral GPs or coevolutionary adaptation of the virus’s GP to the host’s naive
B cell repertoire, or both, may critically limit nAb kinetics and improvement of vaccine efficacy.
Introduction
Induction of neutralizing antibodies (nAb’s) represents a central
protective mechanism of most currently available antiviral vaccines (1). Acute cytolytic virus infections typically elicit quickly
(i.e., within 4–8 days) a potent and protective nAb response. In
contrast, attempts to induce protective antibody immunity against
persisting viruses such as HIV have repeatedly failed despite considerable efforts in the face of worldwide HIV/AIDS pandemics
(2). Similar difficulties are encountered with hepatitis C virus (3),
an important cause of end-stage liver disease. These viruses induce
typically delayed and comparably weak nAb responses in infected
individuals. Several mechanisms — not mutually exclusive — have
been proposed. Structural features of the HIV glycoprotein (GP)
render antibody-mediated neutralization difficult (4, 5). Repeated
nAb escape through high GP sequence variation in the rapidly
growing viral quasispecies contributes further to inefficient antibody-mediated virus control (6, 7). Additionally, T cell–mediated
immunopathologic or suppressive effects on antibody production
have been proposed (8–13).
Here we examined the individual impact of the viral GP, the target
of nAb’s, versus the viral backbone in determining either rapid or
delayed nAb kinetics. Using a reverse genetic approach we swapped
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the GPs of the prototypic arenavirus lymphocytic choriomeningitis
virus (LCMV; Figure 1, A–C) and of the prototypic rhabdovirus
vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV; Figure 1, A–C). LCMV is a natural
mouse pathogen found in wildlife as persistent, noncytolytic and
vertically transmitted infection (14, 15). Acute infection of adult
mice is controlled by a vigorous CTL response. Virus-neutralizing
serum activity remains either undetectable or is found at low titers
and with a delay of greater than 60–100 days (10, 14, 15). LCMV
nAb’s are directed against epitopes in the GP-1 portion of the virus
GP. Experimental infection of mice with the highly cytolytic VSV
evokes an early (4 days or less) and potent GP-specific nAb response
(16) that prevents lethal myeloencephalitis (17). The recombinant
LCMV (rLCMV) expresses the VSV serotype Indiana (IND) GP
(INDG) instead of its own GP (Figure 1, A–C) (18). It is efficiently
neutralized by VSV nAb’s in vitro but has retained the noncytolytic
behavior of LCMV in persistently infected mice. For the present
study we generated the reverse combination, a recombinant VSV
(rVSV) expressing LCMV-GP (rVSV/LCMV-GP) instead of its own
GP (Figure 1, A–C). Infection of mice with either of the two recombinant or WT viruses revealed a critical role for the GP but not for
the viral backbone in determining nAb kinetics.
Results
At first, we studied the particle morphology and surface determinants of rLCMV expressing INDG (rLCMV/INDG) and of
rVSV/LCMV-GP by electron microscopy of infected cells. Budding rLCMV/INDG and LCMV–Armstrong ARM53b (LCMVARM) particles were both pleomorphic, of variable diameter, and
exhibited the arenavirus typical “sandy” interior due to incorporated ribosomes (15) (Figure 1C). Their surface reacted with either
INDG- or LCMV-GP–specific antibodies and immunogold, as predicted (Figure 1C). The rVSV/LCMV-GP showed the bullet-shaped
particle morphology of its parent VSV-IND, exhibiting, however,
exclusively LCMV-GP on its surface (Figure 1C). We have previous-
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Figure 1
WT and recombinant viral genomes. (A) The LCMVARM genome consists of 2 single-stranded negativestrand ambisense RNA segments. The long (L) segment encodes for the LCMV RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRp) L and for the matrix protein Z, while
the short (S) segment carries the GP and NP genes.
In rLCMV/INDG the LCMV-GP gene of LCMV-ARM is
substituted for INDG (18). The single-stranded negativestrand RNA genome of VSV-IND encodes in 3′-5′ orientation for NP, phosphoprotein (P), matrix protein (M),
INDG, and L. L and P are associated in the VSV RdRp
complex (16). rVSV/LCMV-GP expresses GFP from an
additional transcription unit between LCMV-GP and L.
(B) Schematic describing the topology of GPs and NPs
of the above viruses on the surface and inside infectious
particles, respectively. (C) Immunogold staining of viral
particles budding from BHK-21 cells infected with the
viruses as indicated. The nAb’s of the indicated specificity were used for detection of the viral surface antigens.
Scale bar: 0.2 μm. (D) BHK-21 cells were infected with
the indicated viruses at a MOI of 0.01. Infectious virus
in the supernatant was measured at the indicated time
points. Symbols represent the mean of quadruplicate
samples (SD within the size of the symbols).

ly reported that propagation and peak titers of rLCMV/INDG are
reduced when compared with LCMV-ARM (18). In vitro growth
curves revealed that rVSV/LCMV-GP was similarly attenuated
when compared with VSV-IND (Figure 1D). We next compared
the kinetics of the nAb response elicited by rLCMV/INDG, rVSV/
LCMV-GP, and the two parent viruses LCMV and VSV (Figure 2).
We infected C57BL/6 mice with 2 × 104 PFU LCMV-ARM, rLCMV/
INDG, VSV-IND or rVSV/LCMV-GP, or with 2 × 107 PFU rVSV/
LCMV-GP. Serum samples were collected at various time points to
test for protective virus nAb’s in neutralization assays and for nonprotective antibodies binding to the virus’s internal nucleoproteins
(NPs) in an ELISA (Figure 2). Unlike the typically late LCMV-specific nAb response, rLCMV/INDG evoked VSV nAb’s within 2–3
days after infection (Figure 2A, Figure 3C) with an isotype class
switch to neutralizing IgG around day 6–8 (Figure 2A and data not
shown). VSV nAb kinetics in VSV-infected mice followed a similar
pattern (Figure 2A). Notably, though, several independent experiments showed that rLCMV/INDG elicited a neutralizing IgM and
IgG response that was either faster or equally fast as VSV. Neither
LCMV nor rVSV/LCMV-GP induced detectable VSV-IND nAb’s
because they lacked INDG. All VSV-neutralizing serum samples
neutralized rLCMV/INDG in vitro (Figure 2C), confirming that
rLCMV/INDG infectivity was INDG-mediated (18). But neither of
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the sera collected during this experiment exhibited neutralizing
activity against rVSV/LCMV-GP (Figure 2B) or LCMV-ARM (Figure 2D). Both viruses were, however, neutralized by LCMV-GP1–
specific neutralizing mAb WEN-3 and by LCMV-ARM hyperimmune serum (HIS), demonstrating that rVSV/LCMV-GP infectivity
was mediated by correctly folded LCMV-GP on its surface. One
explanation for the failure of rVSV/LCMV-GP to induce LCMVGP–specific nAb’s could have been that antigen expression in vivo
was reduced as compared with VSV-IND. We used VSV-NP–specific (also known as VSV N–specific) IgG responses as a surrogate
marker for the total amount of viral antigen expressed in infected
animals over time. In a validation experiment, VSV-NP–specific
IgG was not detected after immunization with up to 2 × 105 PFU
equivalents of ultraviolet light–inactivated (UV-inactivated) VSVIND (not shown). As predicted, mice infected with LCMV-ARM or
with rLCMV/INDG lacking VSV-NP (Figure 1) produced no VSVNP–specific IgG (Figure 2E). Compared with VSV-IND–immunized
animals, rVSV/LCMV-GP–infected mice mounted equal or even
slightly higher VSV-NP–specific IgG titers when given the same
dose (104 PFU) or 2 × 107 PFU rVSV/LCMV-GP, respectively (Figure 2E and data not shown). Hence, the failure of rVSV/LCMV-GP
to induce nAb’s was unlikely to be due to insufficient in vivo antigen expression. As expected, LCMV-NP–binding IgG was only
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Figure 2
Correlation of nAb induction with the viral surface determinant.
C57BL/6 mice were infected i.v. with 2 × 10 4 PFU rLCMV/INDG
(squares), LCMV-ARM (triangles), VSV-IND (inverted triangles), rVSV/
LCMV-GP (diamonds), or with 10 7 PFU rVSV/LCMV-GP (circles).
Serum samples collected at the indicated time points were tested in
neutralization assays (A–D) or by ELISA (E and F) for total Ig (open
symbols) and IgG (filled symbols) with the following specificities: (A)
VSV-IND–neutralizing total Ig and –neutralizing IgG; (B) rVSV/LCMVGP–neutralizing total Ig; (C) rLCMV/INDG–neutralizing total Ig; (D)
LCMV-ARM–neutralizing total Ig; (E) VSV-NP–binding IgG; (F) LCMVNP–binding IgG. Except for ARM-HIS (×) and WEN-3 mAb (+) controls
(single samples), symbols generally represent the mean of 3 mice per
group ± SD. Due to limitations in the amount of serum collected, for
some groups and time points in D–F only 2 out of 3 mice could be
tested. One representative of 2 experiments is shown.

detectable in LCMV-ARM and rLCMV/INDG immune sera, and
titers were higher in the former than the latter (Figure 2F), which
was probably due to reduced propagation kinetics of rLCMV/
INDG (18) resulting in reduced in vivo antigen expression.
Rapid nAb kinetics in rLCMV/INDG infection were surprising
considering the poor nAb induction by the parent virus LCMV. We
therefore studied dose response, CD4+ T cell dependence, and protective capacity of rLCMV/INDG–induced nAb’s. We inoculated
C57BL/6 mice i.v. with titrated doses of live rLCMV/INDG ranging from 0.1 to 104 PFU or with 104 PFU equivalents of UV-inactivated rLCMV/INDG. The dose of live rLCMV/INDG influenced
peak titers and initial kinetics of the VSV-nAb’s response (Figure 3,
A and B). UV inactivation reduced the capacity of rLCMV/INDG
to induce total VSV-neutralizing Ig by a factor of approximately
1,000, and nAb’s titers were short lived. Low doses (0.1–10 PFU)
of live rLCMV/INDG (Figure 3B and data not shown) but not
the UV-inactivated equivalent of 104 PFU induced neutralizing
IgG, indicating that the nAb response to rLCMV/INDG resulted

largely from productive infection. Even in CD4+ T cell–depleted
mice, rLCMV/INDG induced a short-lived VSV-nAb response
(presumably IgM) that was largely independent of cognate T cell
help, while isotype class switch to IgG was abrogated (Figure 3C).
This underlined the extraordinary immunogenicity that the LCM
virion provided for the foreign INDG surface determinant but not
for its own LCMV-GP. The protective capacity of rLCMV/INDG–
induced nAb’s was demonstrated in highly VSV-susceptible type I
IFN receptor–deficient mice (A129; LD50 less than 50 PFU i.v.) (19).
Immunization with rLCMV/INDG, but not with rLCMV expressing VSV serotype New Jersey GP (rLCMV/NJG; D.D. Pinschewer,
unpublished data), induced VSV-IND–neutralizing IgG (Figure 4A)
and protected A129 mice from 5 × 106 PFU VSV-IND i.v. (more than
1,000 × LD50; Figure 4B).
We observed that in comparison to LCMV-ARM, rLCMV/INDG
induced CTLs of comparable frequency as tested by MHC class I
tetramer staining, but these cells exhibited reduced cytolytic effector function (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available at http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full/114/7/988/DC1). This
was apparently not due to nAb-mediated premature elimination
of rLCMV/INDG (Supplemental Figure 1) and raised the concern
that LCMV-ARM infection may exhibit dominant negative effects
on nAb responses (8–13). Such effects could have been mediated
by T cells or other unknown factors and could have been missed
in the experiments discussed above. To address this possibility

Figure 3
Virus dose response and CD4+ T cell dependence of the rLCMV/
INDG–induced nAb response. (A and B) C57BL/6 mice were infected
with 0.1 PFU (asterisks), 1 PFU (filled squares), 10 PFU (filled triangles), 102 PFU (filled inverted triangles), 103 PFU (filled diamonds), 104
PFU (filled circles) live or 104 PFU equivalents of UV-inactivated (open
circles) rLCMV/INDG i.v. Serum samples collected at the indicated
time points were tested for VSV-neutralizing total Ig (A) and IgG (B).
(C) C57BL/6 mice depleted of CD4+ T cells (open symbols) or undepleted (filled symbols) were infected with rLCMV/INDG i.v. on day 0.
Serum samples collected at the indicated time points were tested for
VSV-neutralizing total Ig (squares) and IgG (triangles). Symbols represent the mean of 2 (0.1 PFU group in A and B) to 3 mice (remainder
groups and panels) per group ± SD. One representative experiment of
2 similar experiments is shown.
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Figure 4
Protective capacity of the rLCMV/INDG-induced nAb response. A129
mice were immunized on day 14 prior to challenge with live rLCMV/
INDG (right bar in A, squares in B) or rLCMV/NJG (center bar in A,
inverted triangles in B), or were left uninfected (left bar in A, diamonds
in B). (A) On day 0, serum samples were tested for VSV-IND–neutralizing IgG, and all mice were challenged i.v. with 5 × 106 PFU VSV-IND.
(B) Daily monitoring for clinical signs of terminal myeloencephalitis.
Symbols represent the mean of 3 mice per group ± SD. One representative experiment of 2 similar experiments is shown.

and to further rule out potential nonspecific immunostimulatory
effects of rLCMV/INDG on nAb responses, we infected C57BL/6
mice i.v. with 2 × 104 PFU of either rLCMV/INDG or LCMV-ARM
alone or with a combination of both (Figure 5). Such coinfection
resulted in as vigorous a CTL response as that which occurs after
LCMV-ARM infection alone (Supplemental Figure 2) but neither
suppressed VSV-neutralizing total Ig production (Figure 5A)
nor accelerated LCMV-ARM–specific nAb responses (Figure 5C).
As demonstrated by adoptive transfer of LCMV-ARM–immune
splenocytes, the slight reduction in VSV-IND neutralizing IgG
(Figure 5B) in rLCMV/INDG plus LCMV-ARM–coinfected animals was not due to direct suppressive effects of LCMV immune T
cells (Supplemental Figure 3). It was therefore more likely to be the
result of LCMV-induced immunopathology disturbing lymphoid
microarchitecture and compromising B cell/T cell cooperation
and isotype class switch (20).
Discussion
The present data show that the kinetics of nAb responses are
largely intrinsic to the viral target of nAb’s, for example, the
GPs of LCMV and VSV in our study. They further indicate that
immunogenic properties of the viral backbone seem unlikely to
represent a main limiting factor for the host’s nAb response. As
in human HIV infection (4, 6), the genetic variability of LCMV
(21) can contribute greatly to the lack of nAb-mediated virus con-

trol. It remains, however, to be determined whether viral immune
escape from nAb could be limited if new viral variants elicited a
nAb response within days rather than months after their emergence. In a further analogy to HIV, LCMV has evolved “glycan
shields” (4, 22) and possibly also a GP-conformational epitope
masking (5) as molecular mechanisms to avoid efficient antibody-mediated neutralization. By an alternative and not mutually exclusive mechanism, viral GPs may have coevolved to fit the
naive antibody repertoire of the natural host only marginally (23);
that is, B cells with a receptor of neutralizing specificity may exist
at very low frequencies or may only be generated by substantial
somatic hypermutation. Comparably more potent LCMV nAb
responses in non-natural hosts such as guinea pigs, humans, or
mice genetically engineered to express a LCMV-neutralizing B cell
receptor (11, 12) argue in favor of such a mechanism.
Further studies in other viral systems will be necessary to evaluate whether our findings and conclusions can be generalized to
other virus-host combinations and in particular to clinically relevant infections such as HIV or hepatitis C virus. Our data suggest,
however, that a viral GP inducing only delayed and low nAb titers
in the natural context (e.g., LCMV-GP or HIV gp120) would be
unlikely to be a better inducer when provided in another configuration, including an optimal carrier matrix for nAb induction such
as VSV (24). In line with this view, large-scale phase III human trials
with recombinant HIV gp120 protein have failed to induce nAbmediated protection against HIV (25), and expression of HIV-GP
on a recombinant VSV could not elicit a rapid and strong HIV nAb
response in mice (26) or rhesus macaques (27). In these earlier studies the reverse recombinant (i.e., HIV-expressing INDG) was not
tested, and therefore these studies could not provide a mechanistic
understanding of the underlying problem by mapping it to either
the target molecule or to the virion matrix. Notably, LCMV particles display their surface GP at high density and in a highly repetitive, paracristalline array (28, 29), just like VSV-IND (16). This pattern has been suggested to represent an optimal trigger for B cells
(24). Both recombinant viruses (rLCMV/INDG and rVSV/LCMVGP) contain putatively lower densities of their respective GPs due
to the lack of a specific incorporation signal (15, 16). Nevertheless,
rLCMV/INDG was an optimal inducer of INDG-specific nAb’s
while the highly repetitive LCMV particle failed to elicit a neutralizing response against LCMV-GP. For haptens, 15 identical epitopes

Figure 5
Resistance of the rLCMV/INDG-induced nAb response to LCMVARM coinfection. C57BL/6 mice were infected i.v. with 2 × 104 PFU
LCMV-ARM (triangles), 2 × 104 PFU rLCMV/INDG (squares), or with
both above inocula (circles). Serum samples collected at the indicated
time points were tested for VSV-IND–neutralizing total Ig (A) and IgG
(B) and for LCMV-ARM nAb’s (C). ARM-HIS (×) and WEN-3 mAb (+)
served as controls (single samples). The remaining symbols generally
represent the mean of three mice per group ± SD. Due to limitations in
the amount of serum collected, for some groups and time points in C
only 2 out of 3 mice could be tested. One representative experiment of
2 similar experiments is shown.
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on a linear polymer represent the threshold to induce antibodies in
the absence of T cell help (30), while antibody responses to protein
antigens are not normally subject to this limitation. The density of
immunogold labeling on rVSV/LCMV-GP (Figure 1C) suggested
that, like in LCMV (28, 29), this very stringent criterion had been
met but the virus failed to induce a nAb response. Hence, the viral
surface antigen sets clear limits to nAb kinetics, apparently independently of its pattern on viral particles. Within the range of this
limitation, vector properties allowing for delivery of high antigen
doses (31) and optimal B cell triggering (24) will certainly contribute to optimize vaccine responses.
Taken together, the present finding that the murine (the natural host) LCMV infection is optimally immunogenic for the
heterologous INDG protein but almost unable to elicit a protective nAb response to LCMV-GP suggests that even the most immunogenic vaccine carrier matrix may in many instances fail to induce
rapid and potent (i.e., escape preventing) nAb-mediated immunity
against persistent viral diseases.
Methods
Viruses, virus titration, and UV inactivation. LCMV-ARM is a triple plaque-purified isolate of ARM CA 1371 (32) obtained originally from M.J. Buchmeier
(The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, California, USA). Generation of
rLCMV/INDG has been described (18). VSV-IND was originally obtained
from D. Kolakofsky (University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland). To generate
rVSV/LCMV-GP, the LCMV-GP ORF was amplified from pC-LCMV-GP (18)
with primers 5′-CGACGCGTTGACACTATGGGTCAGATTGTGACAATG3′ and 5′-CTAGCTAGCTCAGCGTCTTTTCCAGACGGTTTTTACACC-3′
and was cloned into the MluI and NheI sites (corresponding sites in the
primers in italics) of the VSVΔG-PL/GFP vector (33). The infectious virus
was rescued following established protocols (33). The LCMV-GP gene in
rVSV/LCMV-GP was sequenced and exhibited a single amino acid change
at position 197 (threonin to alanine) as compared with the sequence in
pC-LCMV-GP. The latter was found to be identical to the that recently published (34). All viruses were propagated on BHK-21 cells. UV inactivation of
rLCMV/INDG and VSV was done as previously described (35). A Vero cell
plaque assay was used to quantify VSV-IND and rVSV/LCMV-GP infectivity (36). LCMV and rLCMV/INDG were titrated by an immunofocus assay
(37). Generation and handling of recombinant viruses under BSL-2 conditions was approved by the Institutional Biosafety Committee of The Scripps
Research Institute (La Jolla, California, USA) and by the Recombinant DNA
Committee of the University of Tennessee (Memphis, Tennessee, USA),
respectively. In compliance with Swiss federal law we made a report to and
a corresponding registration with the Swiss Agency for the Environment,
Forests, and Landscape (Bern, Switzerland).
Mice and animal experiments. C57BL/6 were obtained from the Institut für
Labortierkunde, University of Zurich. Animal experiments including infection with recombinant viruses were carried out with authorization of the
Veterinäramt of the Kanton Zurich and in accordance with the Swiss law for
animal protection. All mice exhibiting hind limb paralysis as sign of terminal VSV myeloencephalitis or LCMV-induced choriomeningitis with convulsions were sacrificed in accordance with the aforementioned regulations.
In vivo CD4+ T cell depletion. Mice were depleted of CD4+ T cells by two
intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections of 1 mg anti–CD4 antibody YTS 191.6 (38)
(the hybridoma was a generous gift of H. Waldmann, University of Oxford,
Oxford, United Kingdom) on days 3 and 1 prior to infection. The efficiency
1. Zinkernagel, R.M. 2001. Maternal Ab’s, childhood
infections, and autoimmune diseases. N. Engl. J.
Med. 345:1331–1335.
2. McMichael, A.J., and Hanke, T. 2003. HIV vaccines
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of depletion (> 99%) was confirmed by flow cytometry of peripheral blood
cells on the day of infection.
Antibodies, detection, and generation of LCMV-ARM hyperimmune serum. The
nAb’s against LCMV and rLCMV/INDG were detected in a focus reduction assay as previously described for LCMV (39). VSV and rVSV/LCMV-GP
nAb’s were measured by standard plaque reduction assays for VSV (40).
VSV-neutralizing IgG was determined after inactivation of IgM by 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) (41). Despite controversies over the specificity of this
procedure it remains the only method for determining virus neutralizing
IgG reliably in a plaque reduction assay because specific secondary antibodies cannot be used. Hence, we refer to untreated nAb activity as total Ig
or IgM and to the 2-ME–resistant fraction as neutralizing IgG.
LCMV-NP– and VSV-NP–binding antibodies were detected by ELISA against
baculovirus-derived recombinant protein as previously described (31).
For induction of LCMV-ARM HIS, we depleted ten C57BL/6 mice of
CD8+ T cells as previously described (21) and infected them with 2 × 105
PFU LCMV-ARM i.p. Four months later, the mice were again inoculated with
the same dose of virus via the same route, and another month later they were
given in vitro LCMV-ARM–infected primary peritoneal macrophages by i.p.
adoptive transfer. Serum samples were collected from all mice during the following weeks and were pooled for the experiments described herein.
The LCMV-GP1–specific neutralizing mAb WEN-3 has been described
previously (42).
EM. Monolayers of BHK-21 cells infected with LCMV (48 h, MOI = 0.01),
rLCMV/INDG (48 h, MOI = 0.1), VSV-IND or rVSV/LCMV-GP (20 h,
MOI = 0.01) were fixed in situ in PBS containing a mixture of 3% PBS and
0.1% glutaraldehyde for 5 min at room temperature (RT), brought into suspension by scratching, and were further fixed in the same medium for 10
min. After removal of the fixative and washing by centrifugation, the cells
were resuspended in PBS and each sample was divided in two and incubated (60 min, RT) with primary mouse anti–INDG mAb VI-7 or mouse
anti–LCMV-GP mAb WEN-3, respectively, followed by incubation (60 min,
RT) with secondary goat anti–mouse IgG conjugated to 10-nm gold particles (Aurion). Excess antibody was washed out and the cells were fixed
with 3% glutaraldehyde (30 min) and 2% osmium tetroxide (additional 30
min), followed by dehydration and thin sectioning in Epon-Araldite. Thin
sections were stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate and examined
with a Philips EM 208 transmission electron microscope.
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